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Great Value 300 Air Fryer Recipe Cookbook!This book aims to provide amazing value for
readers as it contains a huge range of tasty, healthy and quality meals to make at home. It
encompasses meal ideas from different cuisines (Western, European, Asian and more..) and
has a large range of breakfast, side dishes, mains and dessert recipes. This is your complete
ALL IN ONE RESOURCE for Air Frying!Cook classic fried foods the family will love without the
guilt!Say goodbye to deep frying and saturated fats! The Air Fryer recipes in this huge book will
replicate the flavor and texture of fried food without compromising your health. You will reap
savings in money as well as gain in overall wellbeing for your family.Take advantage of your Air
Fryer’s features and abilitiesGet to understand your appliance and the range of cooking
techniques that can be done! The recipes in this book aim to maximize the Air Fryer’s utility in
creating simple to more complex meals.Be inspired to try new dishes!This book assumes that
the reader has no prior experience and provides simple, easy to follow recipe instructions. Even
if you are new to Air Frying or even to cooking, you will pick it up in no time!Here is a snippet of
our huge list of recipes:BreakfastFRENCH TOAST SOLDIERSMUSHROOM AND FETA
FRITTATAOATMEAL MUFFINSPOTATO ROSTIRAREBIT WITH FRIED EGGSCRAMBLED
EGGSTHAI STYLE OMELETTEAPPLE OAT FRITTERSBAKED EGGSBREAKFAST
FRITTATACHEESY BACON CROQUETTESCORN FRITTERSSidesBACON PAPRIKA
POTATOESBAKED ZUCCHINI FRIESBROCCOLI TOTSCAULIFLOWER BITESCHEESY
GARLIC BREADCURRIED VEGETABLE SAMOSAFETA WEDGESFRENCH FRIESGARLIC
AND WHITE WINE MUSHROOMSJAPANESE ASPARAGUS FRIESONION RINGSPARMESAN
ZUCCHINI CHIPSPOTATO GRATINROAST WINTER VEGETABLESSEEDED BROWN
LOAFSnacksBUFFALO CHICKEN EGG ROLLSCAJIN SHRIMPCHEESE CORN AND
SPINACH SQUARESCHILEAN FRIED CALZONESCHILI TUNA PUFFSCHORIZO
EMPANADESCORN DOGSCRAB AND FENNEL WONTONSCRISP SPICY TUNA
SUSHICRISPY BOCCONCINI WITH CHILI SAUCECRUMBED CHICKEN STRIPSFRIED
CALAMARIHOMEMADE NACHOSJALAPENO BITESJERK CHICKEN WINGSKALE
CHIPSLASAGNA CUPCAKESMACARONI AND CHEESE ROUNDSPORK FRIESPRAWN AND
PORK NOODLE BALLSSESAME PRAWN TOASTSTAIWANESE POPCORN
CHICKENVEGETABLE SPRING ROLLSMain MealsBEEF STROGANOFFBLACK BEAN
VEGGIE BURGERSCARAMEL APPLE PORK CHOPSCHAR SIEW PORKCHINESE BRAISED
PORK BELLYCHIPOTLE CHICKENDIJONAISE SALMONFRIED QUAIL WITH SPICY
SALTHONEY MUSTARD CHICKENLEMONGRASS BEEFMUSHROOM AND PEPPERONI
PIZZAPOTATO CRUSTED BEEF TENDERSROASTED CORNISH GAME HENROASTED
MACADAMIA LAMBSNAPPER WITH ASIAN DRESSINGSOBA SALMON NOODLESSPINACH
AND FETA PIETHAI BASIL CHICKENTOMATO AND CHICKEN PASTATURKEY
CHEESEBURGER MEATLOAFZUCCHINI AND PEPPER RISOTTODesserts and
SweetsBAKED ALASKASBANANA AND RHUBARB SLICEBLUEBERRY



MUFFINSCHOCOLATE CAKECINNAMON DOUGHNUTSCRUNCHY SNICKERSFRIED CHOC
CHIP COOKIE DOUGHFRUIT CAKELEMON CREAM CHEESE BARSMARBLE
CAKEMATCHA ALMOND COOKIESPANDAN CHIFFON CAKEVANILLA SOUFFLEBe excited
about cooking again! Purchase this book now to gain health whilst not compromising on flavor!

“Say so long to packaged and processed foods for good with these easy-to-make and very
delicious recipes.”—Today.com“When people adopt a vegetarian or vegan lifestyle, they often
find they miss those dishes they enjoyed in their processed foods and meat eating days. . . .
Then along comes a cookbook like Easy. Whole. Vegan. by Melissa King, and everything
changes. Recipes become easier and dishes tastier. Ingredients are easy to get, and dishes are
fun to make. . . . Vegans and vegetarians will swoon.”—Booklist“A nice selection of everyday
recipes for those who can’t eat dairy or gluten and are interested in ingredients such as chia and
flax seeds, coconut oil, and hemp hearts.”—Library Journal“The insistence on whole foods
distinguishes the book, a nice change from the reliance on packaged and processed found in
others mining a similar vein.”—Publishers Weekly“Melissa King’s recipes in Easy. Whole.
Vegan. are deliciously crafted, easy to prepare, and a delight to dig into. Get ready to experience
some healthy, whole foods magic!”—Dreena Burton, author of Plant-Powered Families“Easy.
Whole. Vegan. offers a fantastic variety of healthy and easy-to-make recipes that both vegans
and non-vegans will love. You'll want to bookmark every page!”—Katie Higgins, author and
founder of Chocolate-Covered Katie “First she did it with nut milks and nut butters. Now, vegan
genius Melissa King once again proves how easy it is to kick processed foods to the curb. Easy.
Whole. Vegan. serves up no-fuss meals, snacks, and treats for the entire family!”—Ivy Larson,
author of Clean Cuisine “Melissa King has again created simple, affordable, and original whole-
food recipes that make the transition from the SAD diet to whole foods easy and exciting. From
indulgent and nostalgic Creamy Mushroom Risotto and Chocolate Espresso Pudding to
refreshing dishes like Energizing Green Juice, Strawberry Salsa, and Creamy Orange Pops,
Easy. Whole. Vegan. is a wonderful resource for a variety of plant-based recipes. This collection
takes the intimidation and complication out of healthy cooking and highlights seasonal produce
and other nutrient-packed foods!”—Ashley Cox, vegan chef and creator of
thenakedfoodlife.comAbout the AuthorMelissa King is the writer and photographer of her
popular blog, My Whole Food Life, and her first book, DIY Nut Milks, Nut Butters & More. A
vegetarian for 16 years, she went vegan and quit processed foods in 2012. She lives with her
family in Dallas, Texas.
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linda, “Nice book, horrible air fryer. Actually I like the book much better than I like the air fryer
which is horrible. I bought it on QVC & used it a few times. The only thing I liked is that it made a
tiny single serve sweet tater pie. It was so cute & delicious but out of about 10 things I made in it
that is the only thing that came out well so back in the box it went. I can still make the recipes in
this book tho & cook them in the oven.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another worth reading cookbook.. This book is great and is perfect for
me because it contains good, basic, extremely simple recipes. Air Fryer is one of the latest
kitchen inventions that allow you to cook without having to use the stove or oven. It is a very easy
process and foods are very healthy too.With air fryers, you won’t have to add extra oil to the
food, which means less oil to clean up. The directions are easy to follow and there are dishes
you can prepare ahead.Great job!”

Walter Robert Taylor, “I like it and it appears to be pretty sturdy. I like it and it appears to be pretty
sturdy. I have not cooked with it yet. I wanted it to cook French fries and other fried foods. Leave
my Electric Pressure Cooler and other kitchen cookware alone from fried foods. My Sweetheart
love the color red it came in. I bought the large 7 quart one. More than what I really need. I will
probably give the Oldest Daughter this Air Fryer.”

Ronald E. Goodman, “Very good cookbook for the air fryer. Good cookbook. Lots of recipe and
I'm confident they are great.. Some call for ingredients that are not so common and a bit lenghty,
but I'm not a chef. I'm just a guy looking for simple fast stuff, and there is plenty of that here
also.I'm very happy with the cookbook.”

Sally Rivas, “Great healthy cooking!. I’ve had the delight of testing my new airfryer at home. The
whole concept is a bit of a contradiction as the idea of frying is to use unreasonable amounts of
oil to achieve massive crunch. So yes, I was very skeptical about the results. That is, until I
actually used it. Anyway, I had fun with this recipe book, I can’t even believe that some of the
recipes listed can be done with this tool that I have. I’ve just become a bit obsessed preparing all
these good food found in this book.  Great find.”

Bonnie Halstead, “LOVE YOUR BOOK!. I received my copy in the mail last week and opened it
immediately. I could not believe that one of my favorites was on page 54, FRIED GREEN
TOMATOES! I began to use page markers to mark the recipes that I would try. I finally quit
marking recipes, and placed the book by my chair instead of putting it in the cupboard. It will be
within easy reach to find something quick and delicious.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Recipies Galore. Nice, detailed recipes. I have enough choices that will



make me seem like a serious cook! The ONLY drawback that I find is that I have to read through
recipe titles because there isn't a page/pages that separate varieties like meats/fish, veggie
choices like broccoli/cabbage etc.like most paper cookbooks have.”

MR.T.J.BARRETT, “Good book, but not for the British Market made .... Good book ,but not for
the British Market made for American market.”

ella-maria, “Five Stars. exactly right”

Cecil, “Just getting to know the air Frier. Being male and over 75 and just two of us for meals I
have taken on the challenge of cooking. A Christmas gift from my daughter’s family had me
looking for recipes.finding non in the local stores Amazon came to the rescue with many
choices. This one is my favourite and will keep me interested  - long time.”

halski, “Four Stars. I have only tried a few recipes, lots of interesting recipes, need more time to
really rate properly.”

The book by Justin Ramsey has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 184 people have provided feedback.
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